
Improve your point of view with a wall mount.

EASY VIEW'" squeezer
TV wall mount
Securely holds TV in place without screws
or straps. Your TV slides into the patented
squeezer arms that cinch down. Swivels a full
360° circle at the platform base, and tilts up

or down by 12°. Fits television or monitor in two sizes: 12-17" wide or 17-24" wide,

and holds up to 75 lbs. Installs easily. Available ln glossy black or glossy white finish.

For 12-17" wide TVs. Black 930-0149, White 930-0150 Each 79.99

For 17-24" wide TVs. Black 930-0151, White 930-0152 Each 79.99
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Sightline® TV wall mount
Unique design allows a wide range of
adjustment. Heavy-duty mounting arm
swings left or right 180° at the wall plate.
Platform base swivels left or right 180'. Tilt
platform base 15° up or down to reduce

annoying reflection and glare. Grips TV tightly-no sliding. Two sizes hold TVs from
12-24" wide. Supports up to 65 lbs. when properly anchored to wall stud. Includes
mounting screws.

For 12-17" wide TVs. Black 930-0153, White 930-0647 Each 119.99

For 17-24" wide TVs. Black 930-0154, White 930-0648 Each 129.99
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Sightline small -TV
wall mount
Mount a small TV in a crowded kitchen or

bedroom. Complement your decor with either a glossy black or white finish. Swivels
180° at the platform, swings 180° at the wall plate and tilts down or up 15°. Holds
compact TV or monitor from 8" to 12" wide. Supports up to 25 lbs. Includes
mounting screws and instructions.

Black 930-0645, White 930-0646 Each 89.99

Adjustable VCR mount
Attaches easily and quickly to both the Sightline
and EASY VIEW TV wall mounts on this page. Two
sizes to fit VCRs from 9" to 20" wide. Available in
a glossy black or glossy white finish.

For 9-14" wide VCRs. Black 930-0144, White 930-0145 Each 39.99

For 14-20" wide VCRs. Black 930-0142, White 930-0649 Each 39.99
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Heavy-duty, double -stud
wall mount holds TVs
from 20" to 30" wide
Secure, reinforced adjustable mount is
perfect for larger televisions. Adjustable base

supports up to 175 lbs. Features include a safety strap and buckle kit, a 360° swivel
and 7° tilt for glare reduction. It installs easily-all Lucasey' mounts are "experience
engineered" for easy installation. Made of heavy -gauge steel with a black wrinkle
finish. 930-0753 179.99
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Single -stud wall mount
holds TVs from
20" to 30" wide
A tough, stable, single -stud wall mount with

excellent flexibility. Swivels 360° for optimal viewing. Has an up/down tilt of 12° to
reduce annoying reflection and glare. Supports up to 75 lbs. Heavy -gauge steel with

black wrinkle finish. 930-0155 99.99

Atlas'" ceiling mount holds
BIG TVs, 30" to 45" wide
One of the safest mounts available for larger
TVs-supports up to 500 lbs! Built-in
adjustments for television height, center of
gravity and width. 360° swivel and 15° tilt.
Heavy -gauge steel with black wrinkle finish.
930-0136 219.99
12x12" ceiling flange. 930-0137.39.99
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Adjustable -yoke ceiling
mounts for TVs from 14"
to 33" wide
Sturdy ceiling mount has built-in
adjustments for television height, center of
gravity and width. Adjust your viewing angle
anytime with a 360° swivel and up/down
15° tilt. Built-in "no -roll" features make this
one of the safest ceiling mounts available.
Supports up to 120 lbs. Made of heavy -
gauge steel with a black wrinkle finish.

For 14-20" wide TVs. 930-0134 169.99

For 20-30" wide TVs. 930-0135 179.99

For 23-33" wide TVs. 930-0754 189.99

MORE ITEMS AND ANSWERS ONLINE

Ask the Shack. www.radioshack.com


